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Pulsar timing arrays (PTA) have the promise to detect gravitational waves (GWs) from sources which are
in a unique frequency range of 10−9 − 10−6 Hz. This in turn also provides an opportunity to test the theory
of general relativity in the low frequency regime. The central concept of the detection of GWs with PTA lies
in measuring the time of arrival difference of the pulsar signal due to the passing of GWs; i.e., the pulses get
redshifted. In this paper we provide a complete derivation of the redshift computation for all six possible
polarizations of GWs which arise due to the modifications to general relativity. We discuss the smoothness
of the redshift and related properties at the critical point, where the GW source lies directly behind the
pulsar. From our mathematical discussion we conclude that the redshift has to be split differently into
polarization part (pattern functions) and interference part, to avoid discontinuities and singularities in the
pattern functions. This choice of pattern functions agrees with the formula one uses for interferometers with
a single detector arm. Finally, we provide a general expression which can in principle be used for pulsars
and GWs of any frequency without invoking the low frequency assumption and using said assumption we




The discovery of GW with LIGO and Virgo detectors of
compact objects has provided unprecedented understand-
ing of not only these compact objects but also broadly
about general relativity (GR) and cosmology [1,2]. These
instruments are sensitive to high frequency GWs, i.e.,
10–104 Hz, and the sources which can be probed are
stellar mass black hole and neutron star binaries just before
merging, supernovae etc. Also there are space based
experiments like LISA which will probe the medium
frequency range 10−4–10−1 Hz, where the merger of
supermassive mass black hole binaries will be detected
[3]. Pulsar timing array (PTA) probes much lower frequen-
cies 10−9–10−6 Hz, the expected source here is super-
massive black holes in the early stage of inspirals. Hence
PTA provides a complementary view of the gravitational
waves sky and provides the opportunity to test GR in the
nanohertz regime [4].
Pulsar timing array experiments [5–8] use the stability of
the pulse periods of neutron stars which happen to point
their jets in our direction. This causes a lighthouse effect,
which can be used as a very precise clock. If a gravitational
wave from a distant supermassive black hole binary or a
gravitational wave background passes through our galaxy,
the pulse gets redshifted due to the change in the distance
between Earth and the pulsar and thus a change in the travel
time of the photons. The deviation from a regular pulse
would allow us to detect a gravitational wave.
The pattern functions which describe the sensitivity of
the Earth-pulsar system as a function of sky directions, used
for PTAs, revealed discontinuities for þ and × polarization
and even poles in the case of x, y and l, as presented in [9]
for example. The responsible term in these expressions is
suspiciously independent of polarization. This definition of
the pattern functions also seems to be not harmonious with
the definition of pattern functions normally used for
interferometers. This motivated us to look more closely
into the derivation of the redshift formula since the
resulting redshift is smooth.
In this work we provide a a complete and independent
derivation for all six polarizations for the pulse redshift in
Sec. V. This enables us to develop the expression for the
pulse redshift up to first order in the GW frequency for a
fixed pulsar period. Until now only the zeroth order
expression was available from [10]. From our methodology
one could calculate higher order terms.
In his publication on pulsar timing measurements [10]
Detweiler presents the results of a slight variation of the
derivation by Estabrook and Wahlquist [11]. Estabrook and
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shift of a continuously emitted and coherently retransmitted
sinusoidal electromagnetic signal, which is used to track
distant spacecraft. The expressions for the one-way red-
shift, which they use and correctly describes the PTA
redshift have been derived by Kaufmann who compared
the energies at emission and reception of a photon to
calculate the photon redshift, in his publication [12] which
is motivated by the comparison of a perturbed flat space-
time geometry to a refracting medium.
Maggiore [13] calculates the pulse redshift via the
arrival time difference. However, it is assumed there that
photons would in the chosen reference frame travel on
straight lines. Our solution (47) to the linearized geodesic
equations without prior assumptions show that this is an
oversimplification.
We start in Sec. II by pointing out certain subtleties
concerning the commonly used pattern functions. We point
out that there are poles for all polarizations that have a
longitudinal component and that the positions of blind
spots and maxima do not agree with intuition in II A. Then
we turn our attention to the symmetries in the gravitational
waves coming from their helicity in II B and prove that
since the signal has these symmetries they also have to be
apparent in the response of the detectors measuring said
signal.
Since the issue of a maxima of a pattern function lying in
a blind spot is argued away with negative interference in
[9], we dedicate Sec. III to explain why these two effects
have nothing to do with each other and can therefore not be
used to cure the problem.
We finally give our own derivation in Sec. V and a
discussion in Sec. VI.
II. ANTENNA PATTERN FUNCTION:
A CLOSER LOOK
A. Poles and jumps
A general formula for the antenna pattern functions forþ






where p̂ is the unit direction vector in which the pulsar lies,
Ω̂ is the direction in which the GW travels and A ∈ fþ;×g.
It is immediate to generalize this to additional polar-
izations, coming from modified GR, by inserting the
polarization tensors of these polarizations.
If we have a longitudinal part in the polarization, as is the
case for vector-x, y and of course the pure longitudinal
polarization l, then this formula leads to poles. If we use the
same choice of reference frame and convention for θ as in
[9] [GW incident in direction Ω̂ ¼ ð0; 0;−1Þ and pulsar
located in direction p̂ ¼ ðsin θ; 0; cos θÞ] in the example of
x- and l-polarization, we get
FxðθÞ ¼ sin θ cos θ




1þ cos θ : ð2Þ
Both expressions have a pole at θ ¼ π, which we show
by expanding around the pole: θ ¼ π þ δθ;
lim
θ→π
sin θ cos θ

























The pattern functions for theþ and × polarization do not
have any poles, but do not reflect the expected response of a
pulsar detector either. Since these two are pure transverse
polarizations we should have a blind spot when the wave
travels in the direction of the pulsar or the opposite; i.e.,
θ ¼ 0 or π. Additionally we would expect a maximum at
θ ¼  π
2
in the case of the þ polarization.
We do have a blind spot at θ ¼ 0, but we find a
maximum (discontinuity) at θ ¼ π. We constrain ourselves
to the plane in which the Earth-pulsar line and one axes of

















For the × polarization we would have to tilt the plane by π
4
,
to get the same result.
In fact, we get different limits, when we approach θ ¼ π
from different directions. This means that the response
function is not continuous at that point (Fig. 1).
The discontinuity at the poles comes from the degen-
eracy of the polar coordinates at these points. The one in the
middle of the plot does not arise by the choice of
coordinates as the polar coordinates are well defined and
smooth at the equator. Therefore we conclude that (1) is not
the optimal quantity to be considered to describe the
response of a detector towards polarization. Also more
practically it causes numerical errors whilst computing,
since canceling poles with zeros is unstable.
B. Helicity of GWs
Gravitational waves have a helicity of 2. Geometrically
this means that if one rotates the wave by 2π
2
we always get
the same wave. The consequence of this helicity is that all
polarizations reshape a circle of test masses into an ellipse
(the special case of a circle for the breathing polarization).
An ellipse has a mirror symmetry with respect to its two
axes. These symmetries should be reflected in the response
functions.
The Hellings and Downs curve αij [14] [see also
Maggiore [13], p. 732, Eq. (23.39)] describes the overlap
reduction function of the tensor mode under the short
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wavelength approximation. It is the direction averaged
geometric part of the cross-correlation of two signals of






Fþi ðΩ̂ÞFþj ðΩ̂Þ þ F×i ðΩ̂ÞF×j ðΩ̂ÞdΩ̂
















where γij is the angle between the two pulsars and FA are
given by Eq. (1).
To exploit the symmetries, we decompose the pattern
functions in a different way. Only the projection of the
detector arm Pp̂ into the plane in which the ellipse lies
(Fig. 2) contributes to the signal. The orthogonal part stays
invariant under the influence of the GW. The part in the
plane is described by a function fA that maps the projected
angle to the deviation from the circle at that angle:
FAðΩ̂Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − ðp̂ · n̂Þ2
q
fAðφÞ; ð6Þ
where n̂ is the surface normal of the ellipse plane and φ the
angle between a semimajor axis and Pp̂.
The function fA has the following properties:
ð1Þ fAðφþ πÞ ¼ fAðφÞ π-periodic
ð2Þ fAð−φÞ ¼ fAðφÞ symmetric; major axis
ð3Þ fAðπ
2
þ φÞ ¼ fðπ
2




Using these properties, we can derive the symmetries of



































1 − ðn̂ · p̂aÞ2
q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi








where M ¼ ðM1M2 Þ ∈ fT ¼ ð
þ
×Þ; V ¼ ðxyÞ; S ¼ ðblÞg are the
tensor T, vector V and scalar S polarization modes,
respectively.
We can show that the symmetries of the polarizations
carry over to the overlap reduction function by proving that
FIG. 2. Sketch of the plane in which the gravitational wave
distorts space with surface normal vector n̂ and the projection of
the detector arm p̂ onto it.
FIG. 1. The angular pattern function for the þ polarization
FþðΩ̂Þ with its discontinuity in the middle of the image and its
plot along the ϕ- and θ-axis through the discontinuity.
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the φ-integral IðσÞ is symmetric around σ ¼ π
2
, using the
properties of fA, since the projection onto the ellipse plane
















































































Therefore we conclude that the overlap reduction func-
tions for all modes, especially the Hellings and Downs















; ∀ M ∈ fT; V; Sg: ð10Þ
The Hellings and Downs curve does not have this
symmetry (Fig. 3).
The definition in (7) is made under the assumption that
the exponential terms ei
Lω
c
ð1þp̂iΩ̂iÞ are insignificant and using
the canonical pattern functions. Thus, it looks as if it would
just be an integral over pattern functions and thus only the
polarization part is involved. In that case the above argu-
ment would hold, and the overlap reduction function
would have to satisfy this symmetry. However, the pattern
functions are not the full geometric part of the signal, also
the interference term has geometrical parts in it. This
interference part is exactly what breaks the symmetry.
We will derive the overlap reduction function for the
tensorial mode in a comprehensive way in our next paper.
III. THE DETECTOR TENSOR
A gravitational wave h produces a scalar signal in a
detector D, so the interaction of the detector with a
gravitational wave is a map from the space of waves to
scalar functions dependent on time:
ID∶fhμν ∈ T 22ðR4Þj□hμν ¼ Tμνg → C∞ðRÞ: ð11Þ
A gravitational wave in modified general relativity in the





with the amplitude hA of the polarization A and eA the unit
polarization tensor.
In the interaction with the detector, two things can
happen: The waveform can induce an interference in the
detector and the detector arms can point in a direction in
which a specific polarization distorts space or not.
The first can be described by an arbitrary scalar function
f of the waveform hA and the letter by contracting the
polarization tensors with the detector tensorD, which is the











v̂n ⊗ v̂n: ð13Þ
Since the waveforms hA can in general be arbitrary
functions of time t and direction Ω̂ for any polarization,
the function f cannot depend on the polarization.
A specific polarization influences at most two indepen-
dent space directions. Thus, the full signal can be captured,
by having a detector arm point in each of the two directions.
Therefore, the detector tensor is normalized with the
prefactor 1
2
, to reflect the fact that we can at most measure
the full signal or nothing and thus the absolute value of the
pattern functions must lie between 0 and 1.
So, the problem is split into a part dependent on the
amplitude hA and one on the polarization. The pattern
functions capture the polarization part and their definition
is therefore the contraction of the polarization tensor with
the detector tensor:
FIG. 3. Hellings and Downs curve αijðγijÞ which is the overlap
reduction function for the tensor mode calculated with common
pattern functions. The angle between the pulsars i and j is
denoted by γij.
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FADðΩ̂Þ ≔ DijeAijðΩ̂Þ: ð14Þ
A PTA is essentially a detector with one arm. Therefore,
the detector tensor is given by
D ¼ 1
2
p̂ ⊗ p̂; ð15Þ
with p̂ being the direction in which the pulsar is located.
We can describe the orthonormal basis Ω̂; m̂; n̂ of the
GW reference frame, as introduced in [16], and the pulsar
location p̂ in a Cartesian reference frame and write the
pattern functions as scalar products of these unit vectors,
using the following expressions for the polarization tensors,
which satisfy eAije
ij
A0 ¼ 2δAA0 :
eþ ¼ m̂ ⊗ m̂ − n̂ ⊗ n̂; e× ¼ m̂ ⊗ n̂þ n̂ ⊗ m̂;
ex ¼ m̂ ⊗ Ω̂þ Ω̂ ⊗ m̂; ey ¼ n̂ ⊗ Ω̂þ Ω̂ ⊗ n̂;




Ω̂ ⊗ Ω̂: ð16Þ
Defining the direction cosines of the pulsar in the GW
frame as
α ≔ cos θm ¼ m̂ · p̂; β ≔ cos θn ¼ n̂ · p̂;
γ ≔ cos θΩ ¼ Ω̂ · p̂; ð17Þ













We plot the redefined pattern function (in accordance
to interferometers) for the þ polarization in Fig. 4 for
comparison with the original one in Fig. 1.
IV. DISTINCTION BETWEEN PHOTON AND
PULSE REDSHIFT



















where E denotes the emitter (pulsar) and R the receiver
(Earth), the energy of a photon is given by E ¼ hν with
Planck’s constant h and the period T is the inverse of the
frequency ν ¼ 1
T
.
In the case of a single photon we use the energy E, which
is the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian operator as an
observable to assign a frequency to the quantum particle,
which corresponds to the frequency of its wave function.
While in the case of many photons where the limit of a
continuous electromagnetic wave is achieved, the wave
function becomes a real wave and thus we use period T to
compute the frequency.
In the case of PTAs however, we are not interested in
energy, frequency or period of the photon. We are also not
interested in the period of the pulses at the pulsar (E)
compared to the ones at Earth (R), as Eq. (19) would
suggest. We want to know how the measured period of a
pulsar changes, when a gravitational wave is present,







∶ ΔT ¼ tR;γ2 − tR;γ1 − Ta;
TR ¼ tR;γ2 − tR;γ1 ; period measured at Earth
Ta ¼ tE;γ2 − tE;γ1 jh¼0≠
i:g:





with pulsar period Ta and the two photons γ1;2 of
subsequent pulses.
V. PULSE REDSHIFT
When a gravitational wave passes through our Galaxy it
changes the distance between Earth and a pulsar a. This
causes a redshift in the photon frequency and also in the
frequency of the pulses arriving at Earth. Pulsar timing
array (PTA) experiments measure the redshift in the pulses
of a collection of photons to detect a gravitational wave.
Our method to calculate this redshift to any desired order
works as follows: First, we need to calculate the geodesic
of a photon that leaves the pulsar and arrives at earth
(Sec. VA). One starts at the zeroth order (Sec. VA 1) and
then solves the initial value problems order by order, using
the solutions of the previous orders. We stop at the first
order (Sec. VA 2).
FIG. 4. The angular pattern function for the þ polarization
FþðΩ̂Þ according to the above definition.
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Now we can proceed to calculate the arrival time dif-
ference (Sec. V B), where we need to take into account that
since the angles change due to the presence of a GW two
subsequent photons, which hit earth, leave the pulsar in
slightly different directions and thus the emission time
difference deviates from the pulsar period. To compare the
initial momenta at the two subsequent emission events, we
need to parallel transport them into the same tangent space
(Sec. V B 1). Only the part which is parallel to the pulsars
rotation plane contributes to the deviation from the
period and thus we project the momenta onto that plane
in Sec. V B 2. Assuming that the pulsar rotates with constant
angular velocity, the deviation is proportional to the angle
between the two projected momenta. To calculate this angle
we introduce a cross product which takes the curvature of
space-time into account (Sec. V B 3). With all ingredients
ready we can plug our results into the formula for the pulse
redshift. We then generalize the expression to arbitrary
waveforms and then expand in ωTa (Sec. V C), which is
small for millisecond pulsars and for the frequency band in
which the PTA experiments are currently measuring.
The major steps of our procedure are as follows:
(A) Photon geodesics
(1) zeroth order problem
(2) first order perturbation
(B) Arrival time difference
(1) Parallel transport along the pulsar geodesic
(2) Projection onto the rotation plane of the pulsar
(3) Deviation from the full pulsar rotation δθ
(C) Redshift to first order in h.
A. Photon geodesics
To derive the redshift of these pulses we need to track the
photons of the pulsar jets of two subsequent pulses (when
the jet points at Earth) from the pulsar to Earth and com-
pare their arrival times. To do this, we need to solve the
geodesic equations in a perturbed Minkowski metric with
the boundary condition for a massless particle and initial
conditions, that the photons are emitted from the pulsar a at
a certain parameter value λa and arrive at Earth at λE.
The metric for Minkowski spacetime, perturbed by a
gravitational wave moving in the z direction in the most







−c2 0 0 0
0 1þhbþhþ h× hx
0 h× 1þhb−hþ hy






















where ω is the frequency of the gravitational wave and
φA the phase of the polarization A ∈ fþ;×; x; y; b; lg.




¼ ẍμ þ Γμρσ _xρ _xσ ¼ 0: ð22Þ
Since the photon momentum is tangent to its geodesic, one
can always choose an affine parameter λ such that it
coincides with the canonical momentum.




canonical momentum : pμ ≔
∂L
∂ _xμ
¼ gμν _xν ¼ _xμ







So, the 4-momentum of the photon coincides with its 4-
velocity and thus we can rewrite the geodesic equations in
terms of the momentum:
Dpμ
dλ
¼ _pμ þ Γμρσpρpσ ¼ 0: ð24Þ
We expand to linear order in hA ≪ 1∀A and choose a
perturbation ansatz for the geodesic:
xμðλÞ ¼ ðxμÞð0ÞðλÞ þ δxμðλÞ; δxμðλÞ ∼OðhAÞ ∼OðhÞ:
ð25Þ
1. Zeroth order problem
At zeroth order Oðh0Þ the metric reduces to flat space-
time and the photon geodesic is a straight line:
g ¼ η; η;μ ¼ 0 ⇒ Γμρσ ¼ 0
⇒ _pμ ¼ 0 ⇒ ðxμÞð0ÞðλÞ ¼ xμ0 þ p
μ
0λ: ð26Þ
A photon travels along a null geodesic and thus







since we want the photon to propagate in positive time
direction.
The photon shall hit Earth’s world line E at λE ¼ 0,
which is located at the spatial origin:
ðxμÞð0ÞðλEÞ ¼ xμ0 ¼ ðct; 0; 0; 0Þ ¼ EμðtÞ: ð28Þ
The photon is emitted from the pulsar located at x⃗a at the
parameter value λa:
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x⃗ð0ÞðλaÞ ¼ p⃗0λa ¼ Lα⃗; α⃗ ¼ ðα; β; γÞ
⇒ λa ¼ αi
L
pi0
∀ i ∈ f1; 2; 3g











where L is the distance to the pulsar, α⃗ is the unit direction
vector of the pulsar p̂, expressed in the GW reference frame
and P is the absolute value of the 3-momentum which
depends on the choice of the affine parametrization λ and is
thus a free parameter, which we do not have to fix.
Thus we can write the 4-momentum as
pμðλÞ ¼ pμ0 þ δpμðλÞ; p
μ








2. First order perturbation



















þ φA ¼ φþ
Pω
c
½1þ γλþ φA þOðhÞ
≕ΦAðλÞ þOðhÞ; ð32Þ
where φ ¼ ωt serves as a reference phase and the phase
shift of the polarization A relative to it is denoted by φA.
Since the gravitational wave itself is of order h we only
need the argument at zeroth order:
hA cos





≈ hA cosΦAðλÞ þOðh2Þ:
ð33Þ
By inserting the perturbation ansatz and the zeroth order
solution into the geodesic equations we obtain differential
equations for the momentum perturbations:







where we defined generalized pattern functions FμA and the




; FtA ¼ FA ∀ A ∈ fþ;×; x; y; b; lg;
Ix ¼ Iy ¼ −½1þ γ; Fxb ¼ Fxþ ¼ α; Fx× ¼ β; Fxx ¼ γ; Fxy ¼ Fxl ¼ 0;
Fyb ¼ −Fyþ ¼ β; Fy× ¼ α; Fyy ¼ γ; Fyx ¼ Fyl ¼ 0;




and we use the sum convention for A to denote a sum over all six polarizations.
This equation can be directly integrated to obtain the 4-momentum:





















μFμAhAðcosðφþ φAÞ − cosΦAðλÞÞ: ð36Þ
Another integration will lead us to the general form of a photon geodesic up to first order in h:














¼ xμ0 þ δx
μ
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where we define














which can also be written as a modulation, to simplify the
expression.
Now we need to use boundary conditions to determine
the integration constants δxμð0Þ ¼ δxμ0 and δpμð0Þ ¼ δp
μ
0.
For the spatial components we again have the condition that
the photon is emitted from the pulsar at λa ¼ − LP and hits
Earth at λE ¼ 0:
xið0Þ ¼ xi0 þ δxi0 ¼ 0 ⇒ δxi0 ¼ 0; since xi0 ¼ 0: ð39Þ











































































To fix δt0 we choose the time coordinate, such that the polarization A of the gravitational wave has the phase φþ φA at







þ φA ¼ φþ φA; ð44Þ
and thus
ð45Þ
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Finally we get a family of photon geodesics fxμφðλÞgφ∈R,
which can be considered as a flow xμðφ; λÞ from the pulsars
world line a to Earth. The reference phase φ at Earth
(λ ¼ 0) parametrizes the collection of photon geodesics,
while λ parametrizes the individual geodesics themselves.
Thus φ can be seen as a timelike coordinate (it is in fact
affine to t ¼ φ
ω
) and λ as a null coordinate.
By comparing the timelike part with the spatial one we
see that if we define Jμ ¼ ðð2þ γÞIt; I⃗Þ, we can write the
flow of photon geodesics as









ΔhsAðφ; λaÞPλþ IμΔhsAðφ; λÞ

; ð47Þ
with xt0 ¼ φω, x⃗0 ¼ 0 and the photon momenta, its tangent vector field, as









Aðφ; λaÞ − IμhA cosΦAðφ; λÞ
	
: ð48Þ
B. Arrival time difference
The pulse redshift is the change of the pulse frequency in




¼ tobs;γ2 − tobs;γ1 − Ta
Ta
; ð49Þ
where tobs;γi are the arrival times (at Earth) of the first γ1 and
second photon γ2 and Ta is the period of pulsar a.
In fact, our solution does not only describe one geodesic
but with the freedom of shifting t0 it describes a family of
solutions for photons leaving the pulsar at any moment. Of
course, we can evaluate the solution at t0 þ Ta and get the
geodesic of the photon that left the pulsar exactly one pulsar
period after the first photon of the jet left. However, this
does not necessarily correspond to a photon in the jet which
hits Earth, since in general the jet has to point slightly away
from Earth such that the photons of this jet reach Earth.
Thus, we need to find the next time the pulsar points
towards Earth in the sense of a curved spacetime. Since the
distortion of space-time is small (h), this can be done by
keeping track of how much the jet has to point in the
“wrong” direction the first time and after a rotation:
θ1 ¼ 0þ δθ1; θ2 ¼ 2π þ δθ2; δθ ¼ δθ1 − δθ2










Both angular deviations δθ1 and δθ2 have to be calculated
in the same tangent space to be comparable. The two spatial
momenta of the photons γ1 and γ2 lie in two different
tangent spaces since they were emitted at different times
from the same object (pulsar a), which has the same spatial
coordinates at both times. So, we parametrize the geodesic
of the pulsar with τ:
aμðτÞ ¼ ðcτ; Lα; Lβ; LγÞ; uμ ¼ da
μ
dτ
¼ ðc; 0; 0; 0Þ;
ð51Þ
which satisfy the geodesic equations:
ð52Þ
We choose to calculate δθ in the tangent space at aðτ2Þ
(emission of γ2) and thus have to parallel transport p⃗γ1 ¼
piðφ1; λaÞ from τ1 to τ2:
Pa;τ1;τ2∶ Taðτ1ÞM → Taðτ2ÞM ð53Þ
A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 5.
FIG. 5. A sketch of the photon flow from the pulsar world line
to Earth’s world line at the spatial origin with the two spatial
slices at the emission of two subsequent photons. The orange
vectors are the spatial components of the photon momenta at the
emission and the spatial part of their tangent spaces at these
events aðτ1;2Þ are drawn in blue.
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1. Parallel transport along the pulsar geodesic
The geodesic of the pulsar is given by aμðτÞ ¼ ðτ; Lα⃗Þ.




¼ _Vμ þ Γμρσ _aρVσ ¼ 0: ð54Þ
We expand around the zeroth order case of the parallel
transported 3-momentum vector:
ð _VμÞð0Þ ¼ 0 ⇒ ðVμÞð0Þ≕Vμ0 ¼ const; ð55Þ
since all Christoffel symbols are first order. Demanding that
at the event aðτ1Þ the zeroth order of the parallel field Vð0Þ
coincides with the zeroth order momentum gives us the
zeroth order vector field we are looking for:
V
μ




0 ¼ Pαμ: ð56Þ
Inserting this solution with the linearized ansatz V ¼
Vð0Þ þ δV into the parallel field equation (54) results in
a differential equation for the perturbation of the parallel
field δV:










where we use a new set of generalized pattern func-
tions [17]:
F tA ¼ 0; F xA ¼ FxA; F yA ¼ FyA ∀ A;
























since the events xμðλaÞ are the ones at which the photons
are emitted from the pulsar and thus the same as aμðτÞ, so
we can get the relation between τ and t by inserting the two




¼ τ − Lγ
c








⇒ τ ¼ t − L
c
: ð60Þ
To get all parallel vector fields to aðτÞ we only need to
integrate the sine:
VtðτÞ ¼ δVt0:












F iAhAðcosðφþ φAÞ − cosΦAðτÞÞ; ð61Þ
and we define ΔhcA in the same way as (38) to simplify the
expression:
ΔhcAðτÞ ≔ hAðcosðφþ φAÞ − cosΦAðτÞÞ: ð62Þ
If the momentum of the first photon is given by
pγ1 ¼ pðφ1; λaÞ, then the momentum of the second photon
is given by pγ2 ¼ pðφ2; λaÞ with φ2 ¼ φ1 þ ωTað1þ δθ2πÞ.
We get the parallel transport Pa;τ1;τ2ðp⃗γ1Þ of the first
photon 3-momentum at τ1 along a to τ2, where the second
photon is emitted, by choosing Vμðτ1Þ ¼ ð0;piðφ1; λaÞÞ as
initial conditions and then evaluating Vμ at τ2.







Lω½1þ γ − hA cosΦAðφ1; λaÞ
	
; ð63Þ
where τ1 denotes the parameter of the pulsar geodesic at which the first photon is emitted. This can be at any value of φ1,
which we thus henceforth denote with φ:







⇒ ΦAðτ1Þ ≈ φ −
Lω
c
½1þ γ þ φA ¼ ΦAðφ; λaÞ: ð64Þ
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and since we are only interested in the spatial components, we set the time component to zero:
Vtðτ1Þ ¼ 0 ⇒ δVt0 ¼ 0: ð66Þ

































































þ φA þOðhÞ: ð70Þ
2. Projection onto the rotation plane of the pulsar
To get the fraction of the full pulsar rotation, by which
the emission interval of the two photons differs, we need to
project the two vectors p⃗1 ¼ Pa;τ1;τ2ðp⃗γ1Þ and p⃗2 ¼ p⃗γ2
onto the rotation plane of the pulsar.
Pω̂aðv⃗Þ ≔ v⃗ − ḡaðτ2Þðv⃗; ω⃗aÞω⃗a ∀ v⃗ ∈ Taðτ2ÞU; ð71Þ
where U ⊂ M is the spatial slice of the pulsar.
Let ḡ denote the metric restricted to a spatial slice
U: ḡ ≔ gjU.
Since we do this calculation at the event of the emission
of the second photon, the phase is given byΦAðτ2Þ and thus
the spatial part of the metric reads
ḡðτ2Þ ¼ η̄þ hA cosΦAðτ2ÞēA: ð72Þ
We describe the rotation vector of the pulsar ω̂a in terms
of direction cosines, just as we did with the direction of the
pulsar. To construct a meaningful unit rotation vector we
take the one from flat space-time ω̂ð0Þa ¼ ω̂ajh¼0≕ α⃗ω and
imagine that we tune up the amplitude of the GWs from
zero to a finite value. We are not changing the reference
frame, only the metric. So, the same components are still
valid however due to the changed metric the same compo-
nents will now have slightly different angles with respect to
other directions as before. In other words, although we have
the exact sameR3 element, it now represents a vector which
points slightly in a different direction. Although it traces
out the right directions, it is not a unit vector anymore and
we have to normalize it again using the perturbed metric.
So, let
α⃗ω ¼ ðαω; βω; γωÞ ð73Þ










where FAω are the pattern functions of the rotation vector




α⃗ω ⊗ α⃗ω · eA: ð75Þ
We project the two vectors p⃗1, the momentum of the first
photon at its emission parallel transported to the event of
the emission of the second one, and p⃗2, the emission
momentum of the second photon.
p⃗1 ≔ Pa;τ1;τ2ðp⃗γ1Þ;














which coincide at zeroth order: p⃗i ¼ p⃗þ δp⃗i, i ∈ f1; 2g.
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The most involved part of the projection is the scalar

























The only part that changes for p⃗1 is




















α⃗ ⊗ α⃗ω · eA ð79Þ
and the up and down i stand for Einstein summation over the spatial components, with αωi ¼ αiω.
The last step is just inserting the expressions we derived, expanding to linear order and collecting terms:
Pω̂aðp⃗1Þi ¼ pi1 − ḡaðτ2Þðp⃗1; ω̂aÞω̂ia
¼ −P












ðF iA þ αiωαωjF jAÞhAðcosΦAðτ2Þ − cosΦAðτ1ÞÞ

;
Pω̂aðp⃗2Þ ¼ pi2 − ḡaðτ2Þðp⃗2; ω̂aÞω̂ia
¼ −P








Lω½1þ γ − hA cosΦAðτ2Þ
	
: ð80Þ
3. Deviation from the full pulsar rotation δθ
Angles on a manifold are defined through the metric for example via the scalar product:





∀ X; Y ∈ TpM: ð81Þ
FIG. 6. A projection onto the spacelike slices of the two tangent
spaces Taðτ1ÞM and Taðτ2ÞM.
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Since this is a cosine we do not get a first order equation in
h for δθ:
ḡaðτ2Þðp⃗1; p⃗2Þ ¼ gijðaðτ2ÞÞpi1p
j









; ∀ v ∈ Taðτ2ÞU; ð82Þ
where ḡ ¼ ðgijÞi;j∈f1;2;3g is the metric restricted to the
spatial submanifold U in our current reference frame.
So, we would need an equation which includes a sine
instead. We can get such an equation using the cross
product. However, the standard cross product on the spatial
three-dimensional submanifold does not satisfy the equa-
tion we need:
a⃗ × b⃗ ¼ ka⃗kkb⃗k sin θn̂; ∀ a⃗; b⃗ ∈ R3: ð83Þ
The angle we get using this equation on p⃗1 and p⃗2 is not
consistent with the one we get using the scalar prod-
uct: sin2 θ þ cos2 θ ¼ 1þOðhÞ ≠ 1.
It is not difficult to understand why this is the case. The
metric encodes the curved geometry of space-time, yet all the
wedge product does is permuting the components of the two
vectors, but no component of the metric is included in the
calculation. Thus, we see, that the fact that the cross product
“coincides” with the wedge product in three dimensions is
merely a coincidence which happens only in flat space. So,
we have to generalize the cross product in a different way to
be able to consistently use it in a curved space.
We use (83) and sin2 θ þ cos2 θ ¼ 1∀ θ ∈ R as a defin-
ing property for our generalized cross product:
ð84Þ
We define the curved space cross product to be the bilinear
map:
E∶ M → C∞ððTpUÞ2;TpUÞ;
p ↦ EðpÞ
EðpÞ∶ TpU × TpU → TpU;






(ii) EpðX; YÞ⊥gX; Y
(iii) EpðX; YÞ ¼ X × Y for g ¼ η
∀p ∈ M and ∀X; Y ∈ TpU with U ⊂ M a spacelike
submanifold of space-time.
The components in local coordinates are defined as
Epð∂iðpÞ; ∂jðpÞÞ ¼ EkijðpÞ∂kðpÞ;
∂i ∈ DerpðUÞ ≃ TpU; i; j; k ∈ f1; 2; 3g; ð86Þ
where the spacial partial derivative forms a basis of the
spatial tangent space TpU at the event p. In Appendix B we
calculate them in terms of the metric components and find










Nij ¼ kðϵkmnḡmiḡnjÞkk; ð87Þ
where Nij is a normalization factor. The curved cross
product in local coordinates at p for two arbitrary tangent
vectors X; Y ∈ TpU is thus given by
EpðX; YÞ ¼ EkijðpÞXiðpÞYjðpÞ∂kðpÞ: ð88Þ
The two projected photon momenta coincide to zeroth
order and thus we write them in the following form:
P⃗1 ≔ Pω̂aðPa;τ1;τ2ðp⃗γ1ÞÞ≕ P⃗þ δP⃗1;
P⃗2 ≔ Pω̂aðp⃗γ2Þ≕ P⃗þ δP⃗2; ð89Þ
where the δP⃗i are of order OðhÞ.
We insert our metric ḡij ¼ δij þ hij and expand the
curved cross product of the two momenta to first order in h.
It reduces to the cross product in flat space, since they are
equal to zeroth order:







þ εkijðδPi1Pj þ PiδP
j
2Þ
¼ P⃗ × ðδP⃗2 − δP⃗1Þ ≈ ðP⃗1 × P⃗2Þ; ð90Þ
since the cross product remains antisymmetric in a
curved space.
We apply (83) on the P⃗i; take the scalar product with ω̂a.
Since both P⃗1 and P⃗2 lie in the rotation plane, their cross
product must point in the orthogonal direction and thus
ω̂a ¼ n̂. The zeroth order angle is zero, so θ ¼ δθ. The
geometry of the involved vectors is sketched in Fig. 6.
ð91Þ
Since both sides include a factor of order h (δP⃗i and δθ)
all other terms contribute only at zeroth order:
ðP⃗ × ðδP⃗2 − δP⃗1ÞÞ · α⃗ω ≈ jP⃗j2δθ: ð92Þ
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Thus we get that the deviation angle is given by
δθ ¼ 1
jP⃗j2
α⃗ω · ðP⃗ × ðδP⃗2 − δP⃗1ÞÞ
¼ −αkωεkij
αi − αiωðα⃗ · α⃗ωÞ
























since n̂ ¼ ω̂a, if we define the sign of the angle θ consistently.
C. Redshift to first order in h
As pointed out in IV the pulse redshift we are looking for is given by the arrival time difference of two subsequent pulses
divided by the pulsar period.
We know the time component of the photon flow (46) and thus we can write down the redshift at the time t ¼ φ
ω
, by

























αi − αiωðα⃗ · α⃗ωÞ



































αi − αiωðα⃗ · α⃗ωÞ




































¼ hA cosðΦAðτ1Þ þ ωTaÞ
≈ hA cosðΦAðτ1ÞÞ þ hA sinðΦAðτ1ÞÞωTa: ð96Þ















Without loss of generality we continue for now with a wave from a single source, h̃AðkÞ ¼ h̃AðωÞδðΩ̂ − Ω̂0Þ, and choose
coordinates such that the z axis coincides with the direction of travel of the GW as described in III. The redshift can be
trivially generalized to the case of multiple sources or a background by integrating over all directions:
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where h̃A ∈ C∞ðRÞ.
Since our derivation is not dependent on ω (we took
derivatives and integrated with respect to λ and τ) we can






So the ΔhcAðτ1Þ-term becomes




h̃AðωÞðcosðφþ φAÞ − cosΦAðτ1ÞÞdω: ð100Þ
Using φ ¼ ωt we can identify
ΔhcAðτ1Þ ¼ hcAðxμðλEÞÞ − hcAðxμðλaÞÞ
















¼ hAðtÞ − hAðtaÞ; ð101Þ
where t is the photon arrival time at Earth and ta when it was emitted from the pulsar.
In the case of the sine terms ΔhsAðτ1Þ the situation is a bit less obvious:




h̃AðωÞðsinðφþ φAÞ − sinΦAðτ1ÞÞdω: ð102Þ
We could use sinðxÞ ¼ cosðx − π
2
Þ to compare to the original wave, however then we would have to make a substitution




















Instead we take the derivative after t:
ΔhsAðτ1Þ ¼ −dt
Z
h̃AðωÞðcosðkμxμE þ φAÞ − cosðkμxμa þ φAÞÞdω ¼ −½ _hAðtÞ − _hAðtaÞ; ð104Þ
where the dot denotes derivative after coordinate time t here and not after the parameter λ as above.
Finally, the full redshift formula to first order in h is given by
zPðtÞ ≈ FA






αi − αiωðα⃗ · α⃗ωÞ
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αi − αiωðα⃗ · α⃗ωÞ






















We observe that the first correction term in hωTa is as
usual proportional to the pattern functions. The second one
however only contains the generalized versions since this
term does not come from the time component of the photon
geodesic but from its spatial components and the spatial
direction of the rotation axis of the pulsar. It has a different
structure than the previous terms, since it describes a delay/
speed-up coming from the fact that the pulsar does not
precisely make one rotation until the next photon, which
will hit Earth, is emitted and thus is not related to the travel
time of the photon.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
After pointing out that there is a logical difference
between the redshift of the frequency of a single photon
and the redshift of the pulses, which are subsequent streams
of photons, we derive the pulse redshift to first order in the
strain amplitude, under the influence of a generic spin 2
field. We make no prior assumptions about the nonexist-
ence of cross terms between different polarizations due to
linearity and instead find it as a result of considering all six
polarizations. Due to this generality our derivation can be
straightforwardly extended to second order in the strain.
The higher order terms in ωTa come from the fact that
we are calculating the pulse redshift, i.e., arrival time
difference versus photon redshift, which is obtained from
the difference of the time component of the photon
momentum at Earth and pulsar. The last term, also propor-
tional to ωTa, comes from the fact that the pulsar does not
exactly make a full rotation until the next photon is
released, which will arrive at Earth.
The IPTA collaboration [5–8] measures in the frequency
range between 1 and 100 nHz: f ∈ ½10−9; 10−7 Hz ¼
½10−9; 10−7 × 10−3 ms−1. They only use millisecond
pulsars Ta ≈ 1 ms and thus the GW angular frequency
times pulsar period is in the range of ωTa ≈ fTa ∈
½10−12; 10−10, (2π ≈ 1). The strain of the GW signals for
which PTAs aim for is expected to be of order h ≈ 10−15.
So, it makes sense to expand only to zeroth order in
hωTa. If one would however include slower rotating
pulsars, there are some with a period up to 23.5 s [18]
(ωTa ∈ ½10−8; 10−6) and attempt to measure gravitational
waves at higher frequencies, then the redshift formula
without this expansion as given in (94) can become
instrumental. Currently every pulsar is measured roughly
once a month, so one could in principle increase the
frequency range by orders of magnitude. To do this one
would require a higher cadence which would also improve
the sensitivity. One could even go so far as to measure
continuously, and with a long enough observation time
one could even observe above the pulsar frequencies by
matching the resulting pseudorandom pulse redshift. Since
the pulsars have only white noise and red noise (for some
cases) there are no obvious physical limits other than the
observation time and cadence limiting high frequency
sensitivity.
The (1þ γ)-term appears frequently in the denominator
of the redshift formula. This has a pole at γ → −1. These
poles are always canceled by ΔhA (107) in the numerator
which goes to zero faster than 1þ γ goes to infinity for
γ → −1. One can be tempted to look in the pattern
functions for such a counterterm but this only works
for the b polarization. However, for þ and × the counter-
term in the pattern function gives finite values but still
leaves a discontinuity, whilst for the case of x, y and l
polarizations the terms in the pattern function fail to cancel
these poles. Thus we decide to not include the (1þ γ)
term into the pattern functions. With this choice, our
pattern functions agree with the definition used for inter-
ferometers in the case of a single arm detector. Instead it
can be seen as the denominator of a term describing an
interference of the gravitational wave with the photon
geodesic and thus is dependent on the angle γ ¼ Ω̂ · p̂ ¼
cos θΩ between the travel direction of the GW and the one
of the photon.
When one calculates the signal-to-noise ratio for a
gravitational wave background, one collects all geometric
terms, integrated over all directions, into a function called
the overlap reduction function. As we have pointed out at
the end of Sec. II B this interference provides geometry
dependence via the (1þ γ) denominator. This causes a pole
for each pulsar in the direction integral. The problematic
points are the ones exactly behind the pulsars and since a
background is a signal coming from all directions these two
poles cannot simply be removed from the integral. Since
the short wavelengths approximation cannot be applied
around these poles we will calculate the overlap reduction
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function for the tensor mode without this approximation in
our next paper.
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APPENDIX A: THE SOURCE ALIGNED WITH
THE PULSAR
If the source is aligned with the pulsar γ ¼ −1 which
leads to poles where we divide by ½1þ γ. We can however
just solve the initial value problem again for this special
case. The geodesic equations simplify to
δ _pμðλÞ ≈ P
2ω
c
IμFμAhA sinðφþ φAÞ: ðA1Þ
Since the right-hand side is constant in λ we get a linear
function for the momentum and a quadratic one for the
geodesic:















P2λ2IμFμAhA sinðφþ φAÞ: ðA2Þ
Fixing the boundary conditions in the same way at Earth
and pulsar gives us δxi0 ¼ 0 and






IiFiAhA sinðφþ φAÞ ¼ Lαi
⇒ δpi0 ¼ P
Lω
2c
IiFiAhA sinðφþ φAÞ: ðA3Þ







































FtAhA cosðφþ φAÞ; ðA6Þ



























FtAhA sin ðφþ φAÞ

: ðA7Þ
We can check that this coincides with the limit of the
general case. For γ → −1 we have Jμ ¼ Iμ and due to







þ ½Lþ PλItFtA cosðφþ φAÞ
þ Pω
2c





yðλÞ ¼ 0; sinceα ¼ β ¼ 0;


















































We observe that the momentum has a linear term in λ
which causes a quadratic one in the geodesic. So, the
photon seems to be accelerated. But on the other hand, we
imposed the null line condition on it so it must propagate
with light speed. To investigate this further we calculate the
velocity of the photon in our chosen reference frame (pulsar
and Earth at rest).
We invert tðλÞ via perturbation ansatz λ ¼ λð0Þ þ δλ to
calculate the velocity in that frame, using chain rule:


















p cos ðφl þ φaÞ

þOðh2Þ: ðA10Þ
We see that the photon depending on the phase of the GW is
moving faster or slower than light as seen by Earth by an
order of h.
APPENDIX B: CURVED CROSS-PRODUCT
COMPONENTS
The components in local coordinates are defined as
Epð∂iðpÞ; ∂jðpÞÞ ¼ EkijðpÞ∂kðpÞ;
∂i ∈ DerpðUÞ ≃ TpU; i; j; k ∈ f1; 2; 3g; ðB1Þ
where the spatial partial derivative forms a basis of the
spatial tangent space TpU at the event p.
We write the properties (i) and (ii) in the form of (83):
EpðX; YÞ ¼ kXkkYk sin θn̂; ðB2Þ
where θ is ensured to be consistent with Eq. (81) by
property (i).
To get the cross-product coefficients dependent on the
metric we can use sin θ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − cos2 θ
p
and replace the
cosine with Eq. (81):












The normal vector n̂ takes care of the sign, which we
neglected while replacing sin θ.
Suppressing the dependence on p we determine the
components by evaluating (B3) on the basis:
Eð∂i; ∂jÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi










where nkij∂k ¼ n̂ð∂i; ∂jÞ is the normal vector perpendicular
to ∂i and ∂j. Thus it must satisfy
(I) ḡð∂i; n̂ð∂i; ∂jÞÞ ¼ nkijḡik ¼ 0
(II) ḡð∂j; n̂ð∂i; ∂jÞÞ ¼ nkijḡjk ¼ 0
(III) ḡðn̂ð∂i; ∂jÞ; n̂ð∂i; ∂jÞÞ ¼ nkijnlijḡkl ¼ 1.
We have three components and three equations where the
last one is quadratic and thus n̂ is defined up to a sign which
is determined by property (iii).
Our strategy for solving these equations is to write the
sum over k explicitly (plug in numbers for k) and solve
them in an inductive way, so we can read off the general
structure of the solution:
n1ijḡi1¼
ðIÞ




























− n1ijḡj1 − n
2
ijḡj2:
Now we can construct new equations, by adding and
subtracting (I) and (II):
n1ijðḡi1 þ ḡj1Þ ¼ −n2ijðḡi2 þ ḡj2Þ − n3ijðḡi3 þ ḡj3Þ;
n2ijðḡi2 þ ḡj2Þ ¼ −n3ijðḡi3 þ ḡj3Þ − n1ijðḡi1 þ ḡj1Þ;
n3ijðḡi3 þ ḡj3Þ ¼ −n1ijðḡi1 þ ḡj1Þ − n2ijðḡi2 þ ḡj2Þ;
n1ijðḡi1 − ḡj1Þ ¼ n2ijðḡj2 − ḡi2Þ þ n3ijðḡj3 − ḡi3Þ;
n2ijðḡi2 − ḡj2Þ ¼ n3ijðḡj3 − ḡi3Þ þ n1ijðḡj1 − ḡi1Þ;
n3ijðḡi3 − ḡj3Þ ¼ n1ijðḡj1 − ḡi1Þ þ n2ijðḡj2 − ḡi2Þ:
Comparing the added and subtracted equations we can
eliminate one of the three variables:
n1ij ¼ −
n2ijðḡi2 þ ḡj2Þ þ n3ijðḡi3 þ ḡj3Þ
ḡi1 þ ḡj1
¼




n3ijðḡi3 þ ḡj3Þ þ n1ijðḡi1 þ ḡj1Þ
ḡi2 þ ḡ21
¼




n1ijðḡi1 þ ḡj1Þ þ n2ijðḡi2 þ ḡj2Þ
ḡi3 þ ḡj3
¼
n1ijðḡj1 − ḡi1 þ n2ijðḡj2 − ḡi2ÞÞ
ḡi3 − ḡj3
:
We can simplify these expressions to get a direct comparison between two components:
n2ijðḡi1ḡj2 − ḡi2ḡj1Þ ¼ n3ijðḡi3ḡj1 − ḡi1ḡj3Þ; ðB5Þ
n3ijðḡi2ḡj3 − ḡi3ḡj2Þ ¼ n1ijðḡi1ḡj2 − ḡi2ḡj1Þ; ðB6Þ
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n1ijðḡi3ḡj1 − ḡi1ḡj3Þ ¼ n2ijðḡi2ḡj3 − ḡi3ḡj2Þ: ðB7Þ
Now we use these identities to express the equation (III) in terms of a single component. We can then solve for this
component and find the other components using the identities above again. If we pick the sign such that nkij reduces to ϵ
kij







det ðḡi∶ ∧ ḡj∶ þ diagðḡÞÞ − det ðdiagðḡÞÞ þ
X
k<l
ð−1Þl−k detð½ḡi∶ ∧ ḡj∶klÞ
r
; ðB8Þ
where ḡi∶ ¼ ðḡijÞ3j¼1 denotes the ith row or column of ḡ,
diagðḡÞ ¼ ðḡmmδmnÞmn the matrix containing only the
diagonal elements and ½ḡi∶ ∧ ḡj∶kl is the matrix ḡi∶ ∧
ḡj∶ ¼ ḡi∶ ⊗ ḡj∶ − ḡj∶ ⊗ ḡi∶ where the ðk; lÞ and the ðl; kÞ
components are replaced with ḡkl:
ð½ḡi∶ ∧ ḡj∶klÞmn ≔
 ðḡi∶ ∧ ḡj∶Þmn; fm; ng ≠ fk; lg
ḡkl; fm; ng ¼ fk; lg:
ðB9Þ
One can also express Nij as the norm of the direction
vector to which the cross product points:








Putting everything together we can finally write down



















APPENDIX C: CALCULATING PHOTON
GEODESICS
Not every one-parameter null-vector field has a geodesic
as an integral curve. An obvious and rather silly example is
a spiral null line in Minkowsky space-time:
xðλÞ ¼ cos λ; yðλÞ ¼ sin λ; zðλÞ ¼ 0: ðC1Þ
Then the mass-shell equation reads
p2ðλÞ ¼ ημν _xμ _xν ¼ −_t2 þ sin2λþ cos2λ ¼ 0 ðC2Þ
⇒ t ¼ λþ const: ðC3Þ
Despite the tangent vectors being a null-vector field, this
curve is no solution to the geodesic equations:
̈t ¼ 0; ẍ ¼ − cos λ ≠ 0; ÿ ¼ − sin λ ≠ 0; ̈z ¼ 0;
ðC4Þ
with 0 we mean the real zero function.
Another example is the vector field used by Chamberlin
and Siemens [19] to calculate the photon redshift which is
then used as the pulse redshift, without mentioning that
approximation.




















in a Minkowski space-time perturbed by a longitudinal
wave of the form
gμν ¼ ημν þ hðtðλÞ − zðλÞÞelμν ðC6Þ
is not consistent with being the tangent vector field of a
geodesic in that geometry.
To show that this is in general not a photon momentum
we pick the direction α ¼ β ¼ 0, γ ¼ 1 and the waveform
hðt − zÞ ¼ h cosðt − zÞ. Then we get the following geo-
desic equations:
dλσ
t ¼ ðσzÞ2 h
2
sinðt − zÞ; dλσx ¼ 0;
dλσ
y ¼ 0; dλσz ¼ ð2σt − σzÞσz
h
2
sinðt − zÞ: ðC7Þ
Inserting σa ¼ νð1; 0; 0;−ð1 − hL
2
ÞÞ and expanding to first
order in h leads to




sinðt − zÞ þOðh2Þ ¼ 0 ⇒ sinðt − zÞ ¼ 0þOðhÞ ðC8Þ












ð_t − _zÞ þOðh2Þ
ðC9Þ
for the z component, which is trivially satisfied due to (C8).
Furthermore this equation leads us to
t − z ¼ nπ þOðhÞ; n ∈ Z: ðC10Þ
One can already see that something is awry. The t and the z
coordinates of the photon must be shifted by very specific
numbers. That is not very physical.
We now integrate the null vector to calculate the curve





















with − for n odd and þ if n is even due to (C8) demanding
the phase of the GW to be constant along the curve i.e.,
“photon surfing on the wave.”
To satisfy the geodesic equations (C10) must hold:







≠ nπ þOðhÞ ↯ : ðC12Þ
We can set A ¼ B and h
2
is consistent with OðhÞ but we
cannot match a linear function to a constant.
Therefore one must solve the geodesic equations first (all
four of them and not just the time component) and then
solve the mass-shell equation to get a null geodesic.
The geodesic equations are four coupled ordinary second
order differential equations. This means that they have
eight integration constants. These can be fixed by giving
eight initial/end conditions or conditions on the momen-
tum. In our derivation in Sec. VA we give three spatial
initial and three end conditions which determine the
starting point x⃗0 þ δx⃗0 and the initial spacial momentum
p⃗0 þ δp⃗0. Then we solve for the initial time component of
the photon momentum pt0 þ δpt0 using the mass shell
equation p2ðλÞ ¼ m2, for m ¼ 0. We use the remaining
integration constant (initial position in time) as time
variable and leave it unspecified, since photons are emitted
from the pulsar at any time.
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